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Fundamental Conductivity Understanding Key Findings 

Perform the OI estimation at discrete altitudes (100-140 km @ 1200 UT 
shown):

Background model: Altitude-specific EOF-based mean
Observations: Altitude-specific conductivities from DMSP particle 
precipitation data
Error properties: 

•  For background model: Estimated from altitude-specific EOFs
•  For DMSP particle precipitation data: Poisson statistics for individual 

spectra



a Background I refers to night-side conductances ΣH > 0.8 and ΣP > 0.4
b Background II refers to night-side conductances ΣH,P > 4.0

a Median absolute deviation values are given for using SuperDARN to predict AMPERE (δB 
è V) in nT and vice versa in m/s with estimated uncertainty values of ~0.2nT and ~1m/s, 
respectively [Cousins et el., 2015b]

McGranaghan et al. [2015a, b], [2016],  
[2016b, In prep.] 

Temporal dependence of observation-
prediction MADs using (b) SuperDARN to 
predict AMPERE (V è δB) or (c) AMPERE 
to predict SuperDARN (δB è V) for 
November 30, 2011. (a) The Borovsky 
coupling function. MADs have been 
binned according to time (i.e. a single 
MAD value was calculated from all spatial 
locations at a given time).
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Two paths of electrodynamics 
estimation to compare 
conductance models. (a) 
SuperDARN to predict AMPERE 
(VèδB); (b) AMPERE to predict 
SuperDARN (δBèV). Anywhere 
a Σ lies on top of an arrow 
indicates knowledge of 
conductance is needed to relate 
the two parameters. 

(a)3  (b)

Quantitative validation of M2015 I 
conductances capturing discrete 
precipitation shown in auroral 
imagery from DMSP Special Sensor 
Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager 
(SSUSI). Complete high-latitude Hall 
and Pedersen conductance maps for 
the northern hemisphere on 
November 30, 2011 for the time 
period 1205-1215 UT from the (a,d) 
M2015 I model, (b,e) C2015 I model, 
(e,f) difference (M2015 - C2015). (g) 
DMSP F16-F18 SSUSI 135.6 nm 
auroral emission data from the 
encapsulating time period 1135-1225 
UT.
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We demonstrate the OI technique three hours into the passage of a CME on November 30 – 
        Steady southward (-5 nT BZ) IMF conditions with -5 nT Bx and +5 nT By and average 
        solar wind velocity persisted during this period    


This is the same period analyzed by Cousins et al. [2015b] (hereafter C2015)
We compare with the conductance models used therein - 


OI (hereafter M2015) conductances yield: 
•  Better characterization of enhancements due to discrete precipitation - 
•  Closer agreement between SuperDARN and AMPERE data 
           when used in Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric 
           Electrodynamics (AMIE) procedure -       ,       , and
•  Improved performance during geomagnetic activity - 

Conductance model evaluationa

Median absolute deviations [m/s or nT]
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Complete high-latitude 
3D (a) Hall and (b) 
Pedersen conductivity 
maps for the northern 
hemisphere at 1200 UT 
on November 30, 2011. 

(a)	   (b)	  
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Ionospheric Conductivity Empirical Orthogonal Functions:
First characterization of primary modes of ionospheric Hall and 

Pedersen conductance variability as EOFs [McGranaghan et al., 
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Extended analysis to 3D conductivities [McGranaghan et al., 2016b, in 
prep.]

2D and 3D treatment of conductivities distinctly different

Optimal Interpolation of Ionospheric Conductivities 
[McGranaghan et al., 2016a]: 

New optimal interpolation technique yields complete high-latitude 
conductance distributions

OI technique capable of better ionospheric conductance specification, 
especially during geomagnetically active periods

Yields closer agreement between AMPERE and SuperDARN data
Showed significant vertical gradients in three-dimensional conductivity 


Larger Implications:

Overcame Maxwellian assumption for precipitating particles
Better conductivity information allows consistent assimilation of 

ground- and space-based data
Critical to study fully 3D ionosphere




OI Conductances and Importance to Ionospheric Electrodynamics and Data Assimilation  

Conductance models compared and details
Auroral 

Conductance 
Model

Details

C2015 I

Diffuse precipitation from OVATION Prime auroral 
precipitation model [Newell et al., 2009]; no discrete 
precipitation; Robinson formulas used to relate electron 
energy flux and average energy to conductance; 
Background Ia

C2015 II Same as C2015 I, but with background IIb

M2015 I
OI conductances using DMSP particle precipitation 
observations; EOF-based background covariance; 
Background I

M2015 II Same as M2015 I, but with background II

Importance of  Analyzing Ionosphere in 3D: Empirical Orthogonal Functions 

We address a key barrier to system science for the magnetosphere-
ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) system, ionospheric conductivity. The 
ionospheric conductivity plays a crucial role in regulating MIT system 
response to dynamic geospace behavior. 








However, in the past global specification of ionospheric conductivity 
required significant simplifying assumptions: 

 
 
 







Such modeling difficulties have contributed to significant gaps in our 
understanding of processes in the MIT system. We overcome these 
assumptions to produce the first characterization of primary modes of 
ionospheric conductivity variability as Empirical Orthogonal Functions 
(EOFs) and create a new optimal interpolation technique to estimate 
complete high-latitude conductivity fields, in 2D and 3D. We show that the 
optimally-interpolated fields yield better agreement between ground- and 
space-based data and allow better estimation of high-latitude 
electrodynamics. Our results emphasize the importance of analyzing the 
ionosphere in 3D. 
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Often integrated over altitude (e.g. 
conductance)


Precipitating particles assumed to have 
simple Maxwellian energy distribution and 
conductances governed by Robinson et al. 
[1987] formulas

Optimal Interpolation (OI) Technique 

Introduction 

Conclusions 
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•  New optimal interpolation technique reconstructs conductivities in two- 
and three-dimensions 

•  Improved global conductivity distributions bring SuperDARN and AMPERE 
data into closer agreement, especially during geomagnetically active 
periods

•  2D and 3D specification of conductivity reveal new understanding of the 
solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system and emphasize importance 
of analyzing ionosphere in 3D

Reconstruction of complete high-latitude conductivities via optimal 
interpolation (OI) 

Follows technique developed by Richmond and Kamide [1988] (AMIE), 
Matsuo et al. [2005], and Cousins et al. [2013]


Objective: Optimally combine information from observations and a 
background model, taking into account error properties of both

Background model: EOF-based mean (see next section)
Observations: DMSP particle precipitation data
Error properties: 

•  For background model: Estimated from EOFs
•  For DMSP particle precipitation data: Poisson statistics for 

individual spectra













Visually:
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conductivities and application to assimilative ionospheric electrodynamics reconstruction [McGranaghan et al., 
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Kalman gain
Observations

Forward operator
Background model error 
covariance

Observational error 
covariance

Minimize observation-
model difference in 
least squares sense

Observations Analysis field

3D OI Conductivity 

Mean fields and EOFs (time-invariant spatial fields) for 
Hall and Pedersen conductances (left) and conductivities 
(below), in magnetic coordinates. The low-latitude limit on 
all polar plots is 50o and dashed lines are plotted at 10o 
increments up to 80o. The solid black curves indicate the 
boundaries of observational support.  3D	  EOFs	  

EOF Process
1.  Directly-measured electron energy spectra from Defense 

Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites F6-F8 
and F16-F18 are used to characterize auroral ionization 
sources



2.  GLobal AirglOW (GLOW) model [Solomon et al., 1988] + 
conductivity (GLOWcon) [McGranaghan et al., 2015a] solves 
2-stream electron transport to yield conductivity profiles



3.  EOFs spread sparse information into global picture by 
deconstructing the Hall and Pedersen residual fields into a 
few dominant modes of variability (2D fields to the right 
[McGranaghan et al., 2015b] and 3D fields below 
[McGranaghan et al., 2016b, in. prep.])

EOFs yield newly	  
discovered	  rela8onships	  
between	  solar	  wind-‐
magnetosphere-‐
ionosphere	  behavior,	  
par8cle	  precipita8on	  
mapping	  loca8ons,	  and	  
ionospheric	  
conduc8vi8es:	  	  

(a,b)	  EOF2	  

(c)	  	  	  	  	  EOF3	  	  

IMF	  BZ	  

Poyn8ng	  flux	  	  
	  	  driving	  
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J = �̃ ·ESolar Energy 

Magnetosphere (stores and 
transports energy) 

Ionosphere (dissipates and 
feeds back energy) 

Electromagnetics 
governed by conductivity

FACs

Plasma	  mantle/Polar	  rain	  
LLBL	  
Cusp	  	  
Boundary	  plasma	  sheet	  
Quiet-‐8me	  auroral	  zone	  

Magnetospheric	  	  
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